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Tree also means outdoorsy. [spec one, ... it’s raining and the homeless people who aren’t just posing 

have no safe roof outdoors to sleep under … arrest the perpetrators, now! & don’t ever let them out] 
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theme: crawling with bugs; 

As an example: of how this magazine is such as an advanced think tank: next to the sentiment: of 

christmas tree; another overt reminder of housing ha[s]/ve been of course this decorating piece[s]: and 

in homelessness of homeless shelter; staying at a non-belonged home-space, and-or even outside 

homelessness: seeing such a tree is at least a reminder that housing as a culture once was. The tree of 

course goes on it can be translated and is to work spaces; outdoor sleeping environments; and relic[s] to 

study from … as in this text.Cited p.48 in this month’s issue; 
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 [look for next in this series of citation of magazine already , citation included in former postings on this 

blog … uh you are now playing a quick match this to the already posted appropriate citation, which 

should be obvious in processing; but if it’s not the answer will show up again: the response is work] 

theme: why don’t libraries here have Christmas trees; is it a sentiment to mourning the experience of 

those without homes/ housing? Tell that to those that ridicule the actually homeless … forms, such as 

citations, are certainly include-d in defamation and ridiculing. Oh and don’t forget night stalking of the 

homeless; and yelling to wake them wee early hours, uh before 10 am.  

reporting theme: You know I work a-veg. 15 hours a day, and you stay indoors all day, using my 

property and resources against my consent. What will be the consequence.  

Reporting theme …: if you are situationally hostage: l’ost:age, uh, uh, uh, and not just hostage; you 

are effectively homeless … I think you’d noticed if even you own the property and or the equivalent: 

other properties, uh uh uh how is that equivalent; they don’t! care who you are according to the local 

authorities and uh can we call them un-holy terrorists in somebodies’ uniform.  

features presents that are the depiction of perhaps the best the homeless scene has to provide: [at 

current date] sleep/rest near an outdoorsy/tree; and as the tree-like image is shown flat against the 

brown covered box; it’s an outline of how-to rest in the outdoors [where have you seen such packaging, 

additionally] … [t.b.c.] 

 

 


